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By Christina Schaefer iPods come in generations and models, including nano, classic and tactile. Depending on your model you may be able to record video, play or watch TV. If you're not sure about your device model, you can use your serial number to determine which iPod it's in its hands. After
determining your model, you can find out what features and features your iPod has. Go to Apple's official website (see resource section) and click the support tab. Click the online service assistant link located in the support services menu on the right side of the page. The service and repair page will open.
Find your iPod serial number. It is carved somewhere behind your iPod, whether on the body of the device or on the clip. You can also find it on your iPod About screen by clicking settings and choosing About (or General and looking about on the iPod Touch). Enter your iPod serial number and click the
Continue button. The iPod model and your generation will be displayed at the top of the screen. Your Mac serial number is a unique identifier that distinguishes your Mac from everyone else. You must provide your Mac serial number when requesting a warranty service. You may also want to look up your
Mac serial number if you report it is stolen. The easiest way to find your serial number depends on your situation. If your Mac is turned on, you can find the serial number right in the interface. If it's not clear, you need to find it on the case or the original packaging. And if you don't have access to your Mac
at all —say, it's stolen—you can probably still find serial numbers through Apple's website. If your Mac becomes clear if your Mac is working properly, it's easy to find serial numbers. Just click on the Apple menu icon at the top of the screen and select About this Mac. You'll see the serial number displayed
along with the Mac model number, hardware specifications and the Mac OS version you've installed. If your Mac doesn't turn on your Mac serial number will be printed somewhere on your Mac, so if you can't turn on your Mac, you'll be able to find it. Flip over the MacBook and you'll see the serial number
printed on your Mac, near apple-powered California Text. In a Mac Mini, you'll find the serial number at the bottom. In Mac Pro, you'll find it on the back panel. If you have your Mac, if you don't have access to your Mac, you can still find serial numbers in a variety of locations. If you signed up to your Mac
with an Apple ID account, the serial number is tied to your Apple ID account online. Head to the Apple ID account website and log in with the Apple ID account you used on a Mac. Click on the Mac name under the device on the page that appears and you will see the Mac series Related: How to track,
disable, and erase a lost iPhone, iPad, or Mac if you enable find my Mac on a Mac and it's stolen or misplaced, you can track it or lock using my Mac Find feature on iCloud. If you still have your Mac box originally came, look at the box. The serial number is printed on the barcode label on your original Mac
package. The serial number will also be printed on the purchase receipt if you had purchased your Mac from an Apple Store in person or on an email receipt if you had purchased it from the Apple Online Store. Some other stores may also print your Mac serial number on receipts, so check receipts no
matter where you buy your Mac. Also, if I've ever provided a warranty or service request for a Mac, you'll see the Mac serial number displayed in the Apple Store service verification email. Your iPad serial number can be useful if you want to check your iPad or AppleCare+ warranty, but unlike some
devices, it won't be printed on a label stuck to the back of the device. Serial numbers can also be used to see if an iPad was lost or stolen. Apple has enumerated how to identify if a device is locked, which is identified by its serial number, on its support page. First, you need to go to the iPad settings. You
can do this by clicking the Settings app. Next, scroll down to the bottom of the left menu and General.In settings, tap About. This is the first option available. The serial number is located at the bottom of the information listed on your iPad.  The About Settings section contains several pieces of information
you may find useful. There are many different types of iPads: iPad Air, iPad Air 2, iPad Mini, etc. If you are uncertain of your iPad model, you can use the alpha numeric model to find out which iPad itself is. You can also check the total storage and availability of the iPad from the screen about, along with
interesting facts such as how many songs, videos, photos, and applications you have loaded on it. You can even make your iPad a new name by tapping the name of the iPad device from about settings. The serial number is a unique number, identifying the number or group of numbers and letters
assigned to a single piece of hardware or software. Other things have serial numbers as well, though, including banknotes and other similar documents. The idea behind serial numbers is to identify a particular item, much like how a fingerprint identifies a particular person. Instead of some names or
numbers that specify the full range of products, a serial number is intended to provide a unique number to one device at a time. Boris SV/Getty Images hardware serial number is embedded in the device, while the software or virtual serial number sometimes applies to the user who uses the software. In
other words, a serial number For software programs are tied to purchases, not that specific copy of the program. The term serial number is often shortened to just S/N or SN, especially when the word is ahead of a real serial number on something. Serial numbers are also sometimes, but not often, as
serial codes are said. It is important to detect serial numbers from other identification codes or numbers. In short, the serial number is unique. For example, a model number for a router may be EA2700 but this is true for each Linksys EA2700 router; the model numbers are the same while each serial
number is unique to each specific component. For example, if Linksys sold 100 EA2700 routers on its website in one day, each of those devices would have an EA2700 somewhere on them and would look the same with the unarmed eye. However, each device, when first built, is not the serial number
printed on many pieces that are the same as the others purchased that day (or every day). UPC codes are also common but are not actually unique like serial numbers. UPC codes are different from serial numbers because UPC codes are not unique to each single piece of hardware or software, as are
serial numbers. The ISSN used for magazines and ISBN for books vary as well because they are used for complete or periodic issues and are not unique to any instance of copying. You've probably seen serial numbers many times before. Almost every piece of computer has a serial number including
monitors, keyboards, mouse and sometimes even your entire computer system as a whole. Built-in computer components such as hard drives, optical drives, and motherboards also have serial numbers. Serial numbers are used by hardware manufacturers to track individual items, usually for quality
control. For example, if a piece of hardware is recalled for some reason, customers usually become aware of which specific devices need service by providing a range of serial numbers. Serial numbers are also used in non-technological environments such as when keeping inventory of tools borrowed in
laboratories or shop floors. It is easy to determine which devices should be returned or which ones have been misplaced because each of them can be identified with its own unique serial number. Serial numbers for software programs are commonly used to help ensure that the installation of the program
is done only once and only on the purchaser's computer. After using the serial number and signing up with the manufacturer, any future attempt to use the same serial number can raise the red flag since no two serial numbers (from the same software) are alike. If you want to reinstall a software program
that I have purchased, sometimes you will need a serial number to do so. See our guide on how to find a serial key if you need to reinstall some software. Sometimes, you may find a software Can attempt to create a serial number for you that you can use to enable an app illegally (since the code was not
purchased legally). These programs are called key genes (key generators) and should be avoided. A serial number for a piece of software is usually not the same as the product key but is sometimes used substitutionally. ABBYY FineReader's 10 pro version has some interface disadvantages, but there is
no argument its OCR quality, as one of the scanned images's conversion into digital documents is editable. And since he does what he does so well, I'll give him a pass on how he goes there. At $400, it's expensive – though $50 cheaper than Adobe Acrobat X Pro. ABBYY FinePrint Reader Main Window
Pro consists of a column where you see thumbnails of scanning documents, then two frames for a preview larger than the current screen and its OCR'd or in ABBYY terms, reading the version. There is a main toolbar for files and other basic operations across the top of the main window; However, I
immediately got rid of it as the icon was too big and there was no way to make them smaller. The editing toolbar was manageable from size. Fortunately, language and concepts are easy to decrypt so the app is largely easy to learn and use. FineReader 10 Professional Edition can open PDFs and wide
image types for OCR, or scan documents directly with a TWAIN or WIA compatible scanner. It also has a number of image processing features such as culture, noise removal, orientation correction, etc. Saves the program to PDF (simple, editable, and searchable), . Rtf. Csv.HTML, as well as a number of
Microsoft Office types. I've tried OCR'ing a few documents: a few with graphics, some direct newsletters, and a handful of book pages. OCR was nearly 100% accurate, with only a few minor formatting errors. Anything that featured the program will be less than some, but even many outstanding parts
were good. Elements like images and lines were all recreated and, to be blunt, FineReader 10 Pro works best by a long shot recreating the mixed element documents of any OCR app I'm aware of -- online or otherwise. FineReader 10 Pro doesn't do handwriting recognition, but no other OCR product
does, either. Despite its somewhat clunky interface, the ABBYY FineReader 10 Pro is easy enough to use -- and there's no argument with the results. FineReader changes come along with many scanners and MFP, so you may already have it. If not, follow it as part of your product research if you plan on
doing OCR. The demo is good for 15 days or 50 single screen scans, each comes first. Note: When you buy something after clicking on the links in our articles, we may earn a small commission. Read our affiliate link policy for details. OCR doesn't get much better or easier than that with this app.
Excellent OCR results, full PDF support, Sometimes clunky clunky interface support
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